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Boots and Diageo on why brand purpose doesn’t have to be ‘lofty and do
good’

Purpose doesn’t always have to be worthy, according to Boots’ managing director Elizabeth Fagan, who argues brands can
be fun and still make a real difference.

By Charlotte Rogers 11 May 2017 2:07 pm

Working for a brand with purpose is easier and more fun because it creates a framework
for every decision the business takes, according to Boots’ managing director, Elizabeth
Fagan.

Speaking at the latest Oystercatchers event last night (10 May) Fagan, who was
appointed MD at Boots eight months ago following seven years as marketing director,
explained that having a purpose helps an organisation create a “movement” from the
inside out.

“If you are an organisation that is led by purpose and you can get your 60,000
colleagues to believe in what you’re doing, it’s a movement in itself,” she explained.

“If you can evangelise in an inspirational way and create fun in doing so, you then do
create a movement. And that’s the best way to make brands successful, to actually create
a movement from within.”

Fagan explained that while Boots’ brand purpose to champion everyone’s right to feel
good has remained the same since founder Jesse Boot launched the business in 1849,
purpose does not always need to be “worthy”.
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“The word purpose suggests it always has to be worthy. One of the brands we now own
is Soap & Glory and the purpose of that brand is to make beauty care products more
affordable and to be fun,” she said.

“You can create a movement [with a brand like that] because you can create a lot of fun
with it. The purpose doesn’t always have to be a lofty ‘doing good’ purpose. It’s about
who it’s targeting and its mission. When you start to stretch your brand a bit far you can
often lose your purpose.”

This opinion was shared by Ed Pilkington, marketing and innovation director at Diageo
Europe, who admitted the drinks giant had at times been guilty of stretching brand
purpose in order to meet lofty ambitions.

“We have a range of brands and some are genuinely more lofty, because they come from
a place where they’ve had an inspirational founder, like Johnnie Walker or Arthur
Guinness,” Pilkington explained.

‘With other brands you don’t have to change the world. Bailey’s is a brand that skews
female, but we suddenly pushed it too far and wanted to become a movement for
females. And then we thought, let’s just take a step back and think, what is the role that
Bailey’s plays?

“About 100 million people in Europe claim to love Bailey’s and why do they enjoy it?
Because it’s lovely. So what does it stand for? It’s all about providing an indulgent,
lovely treat.”

It is for this reason Pilkington believes brands need to first find their truth and where
they play, and then work that out at a corporate and brand level.

His comments come in the same week that Heineken launched its purpose-driven ‘Open
Your World’ campaign, challenging Brits to break down barriers and find common
ground with others who have opposing views.

READ MORE: Heineken: Brands should be humble about the role they can play driving
social change

Heineken’s approach came in for criticism from Marketing Week columnist Mark
Ritson, though, who accused the beer brand of sacrificing commercial profit to fit its
purpose-led agenda.

Pilkington argued that for alcohol brands like Diageo there is nothing wrong with
fundamentally believing there is a role for alcohol in society and then also telling a
purpose-driven story, as long as it is rooted in truth.

Don't Mind If I Baileys Before Christmas
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“There has to be a truth behind purpose. Where brands go wrong on purpose, and we’ve
done it a few times at Diageo, is you create some purpose that has no relevance to where
the brand came from or its roots, because it plays to something you think might be right.
So you’ve got to be really clear in what’s your truth, what’s it all about and root yourself
in that,” he added.
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Mark Ritson: Heineken
should remember
marketing is about profit,
not purpose

Heineken’s new purpose-driven ad
might express all the right values,
but marketers must remember if
you don’t use your budget to create
sales, you’ve failed.

Brand Purpose
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11:00 am

Heineken: Brands should
be humble about the role
they can play driving social
change

The beer brand’s UK marketing
boss says it has been “a bit
overwhelmed” by the response to
its ‘Open Your World’ campaign.
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Why brand purpose
requires more than just a
snappy slogan

Consumers increasingly want
organisations to demonstrate a
purpose beyond profit and prove a
business commitment to making the
world a better place, but it requires
more than a snappy slogan, with
brands needing to set out their
objectives and prove they are in it
for the long term.
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Can Amazon put an end to
Google and Facebook’s
digital duopoly?

With Amazon’s advertising
business growing fast there’s
speculation it could step up its
efforts to take on Google and
Facebook, and become the third
major player in the digital ad
market.
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By Thomas Hobbs 12 May 2017
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Meet the new beauty brand
making diversity part of its
DNA

PZ Cussons new beauty brand is
focused on being inclusive with a
campaign that includes
androgynous, bald, trans, mixed
race and fuller figured models.
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By Leonie Roderick 11 May 2017
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Booking.com’s CMO on his
unconventional route to the
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Booking.com’s CMO on what the
company has been ‘lame’ at and
why it has mapped its structure on
Amazon.
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Moneysupermarket,
Samsung and Airbnb: The
top 10 TV advertisers in
April

Moneysupermarket overtook
Samsung to take the top spot in
April as it looks to encourage
shoppers to switch energy deal.
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